ABSTRACT The development of mobile computing systems is an inherently collaborative activity, and the nature of the collaboration likely affects systems success. Collaboration can lead to faster development of systems and increased creativity, but it may also adversely affect the quality of systems. As one of the most popular and active Web services for developing open source software, Github has been a place of origin of many novel mobile computing systems with the Internet of Things, such as OpenEdge and CloudSim. Meanwhile, Github provides a place for people to collaborate with each other on developing novel mobile service computing systems. In this paper, we explore the effects of collaboration in developing systems hosted by Github and use a model of collaboration to detect bugs of systems aiming to enhance their quality. We conduct an at-scale study of more than five million projects on GitHub to reveal collaboration's effects on the popularity of software systems and speed of development. We find that having more collaborators results in higher popularity but slower development. Projects that use Objective-C are at an even more significant risk for lower development speeds than other projects. We define collaboration networks and co-commit networks, which capture the projects' collaboration patterns and use structural features of these networks to identify files within commits with bugs. By examining 18 large popular projects, we find that involving these features statistically significantly improves bug detection by 6.7% on average.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of mobile computing systems is a collaborative activity involving teams of developers working toward shared goals. Understanding the nature of the collaboration between the developers may provide insights into quality of mobile computing systems and aid project management.
Modern development practices have increased the opportunities for remote collaboration between developers who are unable to interact face to face. Distributed development tools, such as GitHub, Bitbucket, and JIRA, provide novel ways of collaborating on services computing systems remotely.
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RQ1: Does collaboration affect project popularity? RQ2: Does collaboration affect development efficiency? RQ3: Can bug detection be improved by accounting with collaboration patterns? To answer these research questions, we analyze the large body of data available as development histories and metadata online on collaboration portals, such as GitHub. Many previous studies have relied on GitHub data for at scale analysis [6] , [24] , [39] , [42] , [44] . Our work analyses over 5 million open-source projects to answer research question RQ1, the 26 thousand most popular projects to answer RQ2, and the most popular 18 large projects to answer RQ3.
Specifically, to answer RQ1, we examine the relationship between the number of developers working on a project and that project's popularity in terms of the number of stargazers. 1 To answer RQ2, we examine the relationship between the number of developers and the development speed in terms of the number of commits, the lines of code written per commit, and the lines of code written per developer in a fixed period of time. Finally, to answer RQ3, we develop the notions of collaboration network and co-commit network, construct these networks for projects, and use structural features of these networks to show that random forests (a decisiontree-based machine learning approach that corrects for decision trees' tendency to overfit the training data) using these features outperform random forests without these features by 3.9%.
The collaboration network and the co-commit network are useful in measuring amounts of collaboration and revealing collaboration patterns within teams. The collaboration network is an undirected graph with each node representing a distinct developer and an edge between two developers iff those developers have ever edited the same file. The co-commit network is an undirected graph with each node representing a distinct file and an edge between two files iff those two files have ever been edited within the same commit. Prior work has used similar collaboration networks to describe collaborations in the Linux kernel, built structural features to capture the property of each file and investigated the vulnerability of files under network metrics [25] . Instead of focusing on features of individuals or files, we capture the collaboration of the whole team and focus on whole-network features.
We develop the networked collaboration metric, a new metric of a project's collaboration. The networked collaboration metric is similar to the degree distribution in networks, used widely in network science [1] , [26] , [29] , [30] , [38] , but normalized by the maximum observed degrees to provide a unified metric. We apply the networked collaboration metric to detect bugs in projects. The bug detection in this paper is: given a commit, determine which changed files in that commit are buggy. Many metrics have been studied to detect software bugs, such as code metrics [17] , [27] , [40] , [54] , 1 developers who bookmark the project process metrics [2] , [25] , [33] , [34] , etc. In this paper, we employ a baseline model of bug detection with both code and process metrics and demonstrate that adding the networked collaboration metric improves bug detection. This paper's main contributions are:
• Based on a large-scale study of 5,081,728 GitHub projects, we demonstrate that project popularity increases with collaboration, when controlling for the number of commits, programming languages, project size, and project age. We observe power-law distributed popularity of project and provide a possible mathematical explanation.
• Based on a large-scale study of 26,269 GitHub projects (all of the projects with at least 100 stargazers), we demonstrate that increased collaboration increases the number of commits, but decreases commit size. The decrease is more significant in projects written in Objective-C, and less significant in projects written in Common Lisp.
• The definitions of collaboration network and co-commit network structures that describe the collaboration within a project. We extract collaboration networks and co-commit networks from 18 large popular projects, and find that adding the structural features of these networks to a discriminative classifier (random forests) of bugs improves bug detection by 6.7%, as compared to the baseline model using code and process metrics.
The rest of paper is structured as follows. We Section II describe the data used this paper. Then, Section III examines the relationship between collaboration and popularity, while Section III examines the relationship between collaboration and efficiency of software development. Section V defines networked collaboration metric and introduces our bug detection model, and Section VI presents our experimental results on bug detection. Section VII places our work in the context of related research, and Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. DESCRIPTION OF DATA SETS
The large number of open-source projects hosted by GitHub provides us an opportunity to investigate interesting phenomena in software development for mobile computing systems. As of June 30, 2014, there have been more than 12 million projects in GitHub. We used the GitHub API [8] to crawl and explore these projects. Among all these projects, about half of them are forked copies of other projects. In this paper, we focus on non-forking projects. Some projects have no contributors or no commits and we ignore these projects as empty. After removing empty and forked projects, we obtain 5,081,728 projects.
To address research questions RQ1-RQ3, we construct three data sets: 1) 5,081,728 non-forking, non-empty projects. We study the effect of collaboration on project popularity with this data set.
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2) The 26,269 most popular projects. We select a subset of non-forking non-empty projects with at least 100 stargazers. Stargazer of a project is developer who bookmarks the project. We choose projects with no fewer than 100 stargazers because unpopular projects are too diverse to reveal common characteristics of collaboration's effects. We investigate the relationship between collaboration and development efficiency with this data set. 3) 18 large, popular projects, six in each of C/C++, Java, Python. For projects in C/C++ and Python, we choose six projects in each of the languages with the most stargazers. For projects in Java, we choose two projects with the most stargazers and four popular Java projects maintained by the Apache Software Foundation and Mozilla Project. These four Java projects provide us a more reliable ground truth about which files within commits contain bugs [15] , which is helpful to evaluate our bug detection model. 
III. COLLABORATION AND POPULARITY
In this section, we aim to reveal a relationship between collaboration and popularity of projects. To conduct an at-scale study, we analyze the first data set, i.e., all non-forking nonempty public projects in GitHub.
A. METRICS 1) POPULARITY
In GitHub, several attributes indicate the popularity of a project, e.g., number of stargazers, watchers, forks, etc. We obtain these attributes via the GitHub API. The difference between stargazing and watching is: a watcher receives notifications for all discussions, i.e., project issues, pull requests, comments on commits and any other comments; a stargazer bookmarks the project but does not receive any notification. More detailed descriptions of differences between stargazing and watching can be found in GitHub blog [10] . In this paper, we use number of stargazers as a measure of popularity, because popularity of a project is more related to number of developers who ''favorite'' it. The number of favorites is indicated as the number of stargazers in GitHub. Meanwhile, there are other potential influential factors to software popularity besides collaboration. Hence, we examine collaboration's effects on software popularity while controlling for other potential influential factors.
2) COLLABORATION
In order to measure collaboration, we use number of developers in this section. We acquire this information via the GitHub API. 
B. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF POPULARITY AND COLLABORATION

1) POPULARITY AND COLLABORATION DISTRIBUTIONS
Before we investigate the collaboration's effects on software popularity, we first characterize the distributions of popularity and collaboration on all projects in GitHub as shown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 , we observe that the number of stargazers obeys a power law distribution. To explain this, we first measure age of projects and find it to be exponentially distributed as shown in Figure 2 . The blue line shows age distribution of all projects, and the red line represents a fitting with exponential distribution. We observe an obvious exponential distribution for age of projects, since the red line fits the blue one very well. Meanwhile, we randomly selected 30 projects and examine all historical stargazing events with help of GitHub archive [9] , since GitHub only provides snapshots of the number of stargazers but no their history. The history of stargazing events refers to time and date when new stargazers appeared. We find the number of stargazers in projects exhibits exponential growth.
We have a mathematical explanation for the power law distribution of the number of stargazers: assume the popularity of each project grows exponentially over time t, i.e., n t = n 0 (1 + r) t and t > 0; and life time/age of projects obeys a exponential distribution, i.e., T ∼ Exp(λ). Then the distribution of stargazers across all observed projects, N , is derived as follows:
where c = λ/log [n 0 (1 + r)]. Thus, number of stargazers of all observed projects, N , obeys power law distribution with exponent c, i.e., P(N = n) = cn −c−1 . This explains the exhibited power law distribution in Figure 1 .
2) LINEAR REGRESSIONS WITH CONTROLLING FACTORS
Regression models have been widely used to investigate relationship between factors and response, e.g., linear regression [44] , negative binomial regression [34] , [39] , etc. To study the relationship between collaboration (factor) and popularity (response), we conduct linear regressions on popularity. To avoid influence of other factors, e.g., age of projects, number of commits in projects, etc., we divide projects into bins according to the values of these influential factors, then perform linear regression on the projects in each bin. More specifically, we first log-transform the number of developers in each project as it stabilizes variance and usually improves fitting [53] . We confirm this by comparing transformed fit with the non transformed fit in terms of Akaike information criterion (AIC) and R 2 . Then, we set 10 equal sized intervals for each numerical influential factor in log space and bin projects into these intervals. We adopt logarithmically equal sized intervals, because we find heavytail phenomena in these factors. And, we merge one bin into its neighbor if the number of projects in that bin is less than 10. With respect to programming languages which is a categorical influential factor, we select popular programming languages and divide the projects into bins according to the language they mainly use. In each bin, we employ linear regression on the number of stargazers with respect to the number of developers. Figure 3 illustrates the results of the linear regressions on popularity (number of stargazers) with respect to collaboration (number of developers) after controlling for other numerical factors. And, Figures 4 illustrates the results of the same linear regressions after controlling for the categorical influential factor, programming languages.
In Figure 3 and 4, the column ''coef.'' presents the estimated coefficient for the number of developers in least square linear regressions. The column ''intercept'' indicates the intercepts in linear regressions. Positive value of the coefficients indicate positive correlations between popularity and collaboration. As we can see, when we control number of commits to be less than 578, there are significant positive correlations between popularity and collaboration. When the number of commits exceeds 577, it is difficult to find a relationship between popularity and collaboration. Our explanation of this is that, when the number of commits is VOLUME 7, 2019 larger than 577, both the number of commits and the number of developers will affect the popularity of the projects. Meanwhile, in Figures 4 and 3b, there are significant positive correlations between popularity and collaboration in all bins. We also observe significant positive correlations between popularity and collaboration when projects are more than 6 days old as shown in Figure 3c . The coefficients increase as projects get older. These significant positive correlations between popularity and collaboration suggest that project popularity increases with collaboration.
C. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Our results on the number of developers are based on the data obtained from the GitHub API. Thus, threats come from the accuracy of data in GitHub. For example, the number of developers of projects obtained from the API is the number of developers with accounts in GitHub. There exist developers that work on a project without having GitHub account. In this case, we miss these developers in projects which may make conclusion of collaboration's effects on popularity inaccurate.
We determine programming language of projects based on information that developers left when they created them. They left only one programming language which is usually main language used in project. This may introduce inaccuracies when we investigate the potential influence of programming languages.
The above analysis suggests that if you want your software more popular, you would better recruit more developers.
IV. COLLABORATION AND EFFICIENCY
In this section, we aim to reveal a relationship between collaboration and efficiency in software developments. We analyze the second data set to conduct the study, i.e., 26,269 non-forking non-empty public projects with no less than 100 stargazers in GitHub.
A. EFFICIENCY METRICS
Efficiency metrics measure workload/speed of developments. In this paper, we employ several metrics to reveal efficiency of developments. The efficiency metrics we employed are as follows.
• Number of contributions (commits).
• Changed lines of code (LOCs) per commit (Add+Delete).
• Increased LOCs per commit (Add-Delete).
• Changed LOCs per developer-week/month/half-year.
• Increased LOCs per developer-week/month/half-year. The first efficiency metric is the total number of commits in each project. It measures the amount of work (workload) under the collaboration. The rest efficiency metrics measure development speed in terms of lines of code (LOCs). These metrics measure LOCs per commit/developerweek/month/half-year. The number of changed LOCs is total number of edited lines of code, i.e., added lines plus deleted lines, which indicates workload in terms of LOCs. And, the number of increased LOCs equals to added lines minus deleted lines, which indicates effective work. The number of changed/increased LOCs per commit are total number of changed/increased LOCs during a period of time divided by total number of commits in the time period. We assume these two metrics measure the speed of workload and effective work of each commit. The number of changed LOCs per developer-week/ month/half-year implies average amount of work from each developer per week/month/half-year, while the number of increased LOCs per developer-week/month/half-year indicates average progress of developments from each developer per week/month/half-year.
In this section, we use the same collaboration metric as Section III, i.e., number of developers.
B. COLLABORATION AND EFFICIENCY CHARACTERIZATION
We study the relationship between collaboration and efficiency in terms of Pearson correlation coefficients, and consider the length of time periods as an influential factor. More specifically, we extract the whole history of projects, extract efficiency under metrics and number of developers at different time periods, i.e., every week, every month, every half year. Then, controlling the length of time periods, we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient between efficiency and collaboration of each project, which presents pattern of collaboration within the project with respect to the efficiency. The positive correlations suggest the efficiency of development increases with collaboration and vice versa. Figure 5 illustrates characterizations of collaboration and efficiency in terms of number of commits. We first characterize distributions of number of commits and developers at different time periods during developments of all projects as shown in Figure 5a . The heavy-tail phenomena can be observed in each characterization, which indicates there is usually a small number of active developers during developments and number of commits is usually small at different time periods.
Each box shown in Figure 5b indicates Pearson correlation coefficients between number of commits and number of developers of all projects while controlling for the length of time periods. In each box, from bottom to top, it shows the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 95th percentiles of Pearson correlation coefficients. Positive correlations are observed between number of developers and commits. These suggest recruiting more developers will result in more efficiencies with respect to the number of commits. However, we find a suggestion that lower development speeds as more developers involving into developments when we examine development speed related metrics.
We we have a set of changed LOCs and increased LOCs per commit at different time periods. Correlating them with number of distinct developer appeared in the corresponding time period, we get a Pearson correlation coefficient between development speed, in terms of changed/increased LOCs per commit, and collaboration for each project. Figure 6 illustrates Pearson correlation coefficients between development speed and collaboration of all projects with controlling the length of time periods. Meanwhile, to avoid influence of programming languages, we show these correlations separately according to their main programming languages.
For changed LOCs as shown in Figure 6a , 6b and 6c, negative correlations can be found in most projects (about 75%). Negative correlations between changed LOCs and number of distinct developer suggest that when a team recruits more developers, developers will slow down their development speed in average. Meanwhile, there are differences in different programming languages. There is little correlation in Common Lisp projects, and stronger negative correlation in Objective-C projects than others.
With respect to increased LOCs as shown in Figure 6d , 6e and 6f, similar results are observed, i.e., similar negative correlations suggest the average development speed will decrease when more developers are recruited. The decrease is also more significant in Objective-C projects, and less significant in Common Lisp projects.
When we examine changed/increased LOCs per developerweek/month/half-year, we find similar negative correlations in all programming languages as those per commit. We do not show those results due to space limitations.
There are several reasons for the negative correlations between development speed and number of recruited developers: 1) developers will need to devote their time to communicating with others so that they do not have as much time to work as before; 2) developers are more cautious to their code, since more recruited developers introduce more potential code reviews.
C. THREATS TO VALIDITY
We investigate correlation between efficiency and collaboration on projects with stargazers no less than 100. Observations on partial projects may introduce biases when we get results and conclusions.
The above analysis suggests that if you want to keep high development speed in your project, you would better keep the size of your team.
V. BUG DETECTION WITH COLLABORATION
This section presents our bug detection model with help of collaboration metric.
A. NETWORKED COLLABORATION METRIC 1) NETWORKED DESCRIPTION OF COLLABORATION
Our collaboration based bug detection model depends on collaboration metric. Before we present our collaboration metric, we will first introduce two graphs derived from contribution network [33] . Contribution network is an undirected bipartite graph describing historical edits on files from developers. An example of it is shown in Figure 7a where D i represents developer i, F j is file j and C k indicates commit k.
a: DEVELOPER COLLABORATION NETWORK
Developer collaboration network is an undirected graph where each node represents a distinct developer. Two nodes, representing two developers, are connected with an edge if two developers have ever edited the same file. Here is an example of a developer collaboration network, as shown in Figure 7 , which is derived from the contribution network in Figure 7a . Developers D 1 and D 2 are connected because they both edited file F 1 ,
b: FILE CO-COMMIT NETWORK
File co-commit network indicates which files are committed together within the same commit. It is an undirected graph where each node represents a distinct file. Two nodes are connected if they have ever been edited within the same commit. Figure 7c exhibits co-commit network derived from the contribution network in Figure 7a . Files F 1 and F 2 are connected because they were edited within the same commit C 1 . There is an isolated node F 3 in the graph since it was not co-committed with any other files.
Based on these two networks, our collaboration metric is derived as follows.
2) DEVELOPER COLLABORATION MEASURE
Developer collaboration network encodes pattern of collaborations between developers. Metric on this network provides insights into this pattern. In this paper, we employ degree distribution as a metric indicating the pattern of collaborations. More specifically, assume there are n developers, we count how many developers that a developer collaborated with, which is degree of a node in the network. Then, we treat the fraction of collaborated developers among all other developers as a measure of collaboration for this developer, which is degree of a node normalized by the maximum number of possible degrees, i.e., n−1. After we bin these fractions for all developers into intervals between 0 and 1, we consider fraction of developers in each interval as a measure for developer collaboration network. This can be interpreted as normalized degree distribution by the maximum number of possible degree in developer collaboration network. We vary number of intervals to represent pattern of developer collaborations at different granularities. In the example of 
3) FILE CO-COMMIT MEASURE
Another measure revealing pattern of collaborations is derived from the file co-commit network. Generally speaking, developers edit files and commit them together (within one commit) because these files take charge of the same feature/functionality or in the same module. These files collaborate with each other to support features/functionalities of software. Hence, the file co-commit network reveals collaboration between files in supporting software. We employ the same measure on developer collaboration network, i.e., degree distribution normalized by the largest possible degree in file co-commit network. In the example of Figure 7 , when we set the same five intervals between 0 and 1 as previous section, the vector of file co-commit measure is [1/3, 0, 2/3, 0, 0].
Combining developer collaboration measure with file cocommit measure, we obtain networked collaboration metric to describe collaborations within project.
B. SOFTWARE BUG DETECTION 1) OVERVIEW
Similar with previous work, we treat the problem of bug detection as a classification problem that discriminates buggy files from clean files in commits. Given a commit, our model will detect whether a file within the commit contains bugs or not. We first construct feature vector for each source code file in each commit, and treat each file in each commit as a data point. After training a discriminative classifier on known files, we detect bugs on rest unknown files.
2) FEATURES
We employ three categories of features to describe files in commits from perspectives of source code, meta information and collaborations.
a: CHARACTERISTICS OF SOURCE CODE
For each source code file in commits, we employ Pygments to parse edited code snippets and analyze their syntax [35] . Pygments provides both lexer and parser for different programming languages to split code snippets into tokens and fragments with semantical meanings. We only reserve token and fragment which is recognized as either variable/function name or keyword/reserved word, e.g., if, for, while, etc. Meanwhile, we count frequency of distinct token appeared in edited code snippets. After creating bag-of-words vector to represent tokens in edited code snippets and occurrence of them [17] , we merge each of them into feature vector for each file in commits. The feature of bag-of-words characterizing edited code snippets is one of code metrics.
b: META INFORMATION
Feature of meta information consists of general information of commit and edited file without considering their contents. It consists of six types of information: commit hour (0, 1, 2,. . . , 23), commit day (Monday, Tuesday,. . . , Sunday) [17] , number of commits on the file in history, number of distinct developer edited the file in history, number of commits by the author of the commit in history and number of distinct edited file by the author of the commit in history. Among these metrics, the latter four metrics are called process metrics, which have been shown better performances than code metrics [36] . Finally, we have a vector of meta information with six entries for each file in commits, and merge them into the feature vector.
In this paper, we treat a bug detection model with these two kinds of metrics as a baseline, because they are commonly used in [17] and [53] .
c: COLLABORATION FEATURE
In addition to features of characteristics and meta information, we employ the networked collaboration metric introduced in Section V-A to detect bugs. We merge vector of networked collaboration metric into the feature vector of each file in commits. Our bug detection model takes advantage of networked collaboration metric to achieve improvements.
3) DISCRIMINATIVE CLASSIFIER
Given the feature vector of each file in commits, we employ random forests classifier, implemented in Scikit-learn [32] , to determine bugs. The random forests classifier is an ensemble learning method that constructs a multitude of decision trees [4] , which exhibits good performance in many applications.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. METHODOLOGY 1) CLEANING THE DATASET
Feature vector for each file in commits relies on the history of development. Since all projects employ Git to maintain, we are able to acquire information via Git commands. We use git log --no-merge --pretty="%H|%an|%ae|%cd" to review non-merge commits and their information of author and committed date time. We obtain commit messages and edited files in each commit via git log --no-merges --stat. And, we use git diff to locate edited code snippets in each file. In this paper, we only consider source code files in C/C++, Java, Python, e.g., * .c, * .h, * .cpp, * .java, * .py, etc.
There are developers with multiple aliases. The reason is developers may have different profiles (user name and email address) on different machines. To address this problem, we connect user name with email address once they appeared together in the same commit. Then, we get a bipartite graph where one type of nodes is user name, the other type of nodes is email address. We extract weakly connected components (WCCs) in this bipartite graph, and treat all aliases within one WCC belongs to one distinct developer.
2) GROUND TRUTH OF SOFTWARE BUGS
Our experiments of bug detection are performed on 18 large popular projects as introduced in Section II. For Jackrabbit, Lucene, Rhino and Storm, we use manually verified bug reports from Herzig et al. [15] for labeling bug fixing changes, and the keyword search approach for the others which is commonly used in [17] , [34] , and [41] . After identifying bug fixing changes, we backtrack files in commits which contain bugs with help of git blame.
After determining bugs in each project, the first two columns in Figure 8 illustrate fraction of files containing bugs of all files within all commits of each project.
3) EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
We conduct bug detection within-project to evaluate performance of our model. This examine the ability that a project learn to perceive bugs based on the history of itself. We run 10-fold cross validation on each project. We first split commits into 10 folds, files in the same commit will be split into the same fold. For each run, we train the model on nine folds, and evaluate on the rest fold. For each project, the average result of all ten runs is presented. Meanwhile, We set the number of bins/intervals for our networked collaboration metric to be ten.
4) MEASURING DETECTION QUALITY
We use F 1 score to measure the quality of our bug detection model. F 1 score is a standard and widely used measure of quality of bug detections [17] , [20] . It is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
where precision is the fraction of bugs identified by the model that are true bugs, and recall is the fraction of all true detects that are identified as such by the model. If we just randomly guess whether file in commits contains bug or not, we will have a random bug detection model. The precision of random detection is equal to the fraction of files in commits containing bugs among all files in commits, r. Hence, F 1 score of a random bug detection is 2/ (1 + 1/r) . The third column in Figure 8 illustrates F 1 score of the random bug detection in each project, which provides another baseline to evaluate our model.
B. BUG DETECTION WITHIN-PROJECT
We evaluate the ability of networked collaboration metric for bug detections with different combinations of three types of features, i.e., M1, M2 and M3, as shown in Section V. There are seven possible combinations of features, which provide us seven models to evaluate. Among all models with different combinations of features, the model with features M1 and M2 (M1+M2) is the baseline, i.e., code characteristic feature and meta information feature. We compare detection results of models with other combinations of features with the result of model with M1+M2. Figure 9 illustrates improvements/declines of detection results of models with other combinations of features in terms of F 1 score.
Positive values in Figure 9 indicate improvements of model with the corresponding combination of features compared with the baseline, the negative values indicate declines. As we can see, combining code characteristic feature with meta information feature (M 1 + M 2) out performs almost all of other combinations. Among all models with single feature, the feature of networked collaboration metric (M 3) performs the worst. However, there are significant improvements if we combine M 3 with the baseline (M 1+M 2+M 3). The average improvement in percentage of all 18 projects is 3.86%, and the average absolute improvement is 0.02 as shown in the last column in Figure 10 . These improvements are statistically significant by a Wilcoxon rank sum test. Moreover, when we compare the result of M 1 + M 3 with that of M 1, we find improvements by combining collaboration feature (M 3) with code characteristic feature (M 1). The improvement by combining collaboration feature with meta information feature (M 2) can also be found when compare the result of M 2 with that of M 2 + M 3. But the improvement of M 2 + M 3 for M 2 is not as significant as the improvement of M 1 + M 3 for M 1. The reason of it is there are overlaps between the process metric and the networked collaboration metric with respect to information for bug detections.
To provide a deeper understanding of detection results, Figure 10 presents F 1 score of bug detections on Httpclient, Jackrabbit, Luence and Rhino, since the ground truth of detects in these four projects is more reliable than that in other projects [15] . The second row in Figure 10 presents detection result of the baseline model. Values in parentheses show improvements of the corresponding model by comparing with the baseline model. In average, we achieve improvements by 6.73% in percentage and 0.03 in absolute value on these four projects. Meanwhile, compared with detection result of random bug detections as shown in Figure 8 , i.e., 0.185, 0.288, 0.242, 0.135, model with any combination of features is substantially better than random detection.
All these results exhibits the ability of networked collaboration metric to improve bug detections within-project, the networked collaboration metric provides additional information for bug detections besides code metric and process metric.
C. DISCUSSION 1) BUG DETECTION CROSS-PROJECT
Bug detection cross-project indicates detecting bugs based on data of other projects. It has been shown that a desirable detection model should work either within-project or crossproject, since most new projects don't have historical data [28] , [37] , [53] . We also investigate the ability of the networked collaboration metric on bug detections cross-project.
We first divide projects into three categories according to their main programming languages, i.e., C/C++, Java, Python. Thus, we have six projects in each language. In each language, we train a model from history of five projects, and evaluate on the rest one. Thus, we have six runs in each programming language. Figure 11 illustrates detection results of both within-and cross-project with feature M 1+M 2+M 3.
Comparing with the result of within-project detections, the average declines of cross-project detections, in terms of F 1 score, are 16.68%, 15.19%, 11.78% for projects in C/C++, Java, Python. These declines, which are statistically significant by a Wilcoxon rank sum test, indicate we cannot achieve a desirable model for cross-project detection with simply combining our networked collaboration metric with others. It has been shown that simply applying model into the cross-project setting usually results in poor performances [55] . That is largely because of feature distribution differences between the source and target projects [28] . Additional processes need to be done before conducting cross-project detections, e.g., transferring the data of source projects to target projects so that they are in same subspaces [28] , clustering projects so that train and test on projects with similar distributions [53] , etc. We will investigate appropriate manipulations on networked collaboration metric so that it will provide a desirable detection model in future.
2) THREATS TO VALIDITY
It has been shown many issue reports are not bug reports in open source projects, misclassification on issue reports impacts bug detection [15] . Although we take advantage of manually labeled issues reports of four Java projects, false positives of issue reports in other 14 projects are still threats to our results of bug detection.
VII. RELATED WORK A. COLLABORATION IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Collaboration is working with others to do a task and to achieve shared goals [7] , [50] , [51] . One of goal in this paper is to investigate how development teams of open source software benefit from collaborations under current popular distributed development tools. In this way, related work lies in studying collaborations in software developments [5] , [25] .
Previous work usually analyzes collaboration between developers in terms of mailing lists or issue trackers [3] , [16] , [31] . Bird et al. [3] studied latent social structure in development teams of open source project. They constructed the network based on the email communication between developers and found developers within the same community in communication network are more likely to work on similar modules in software. Hong et al. [16] build a network to describe collaborations between developers if they responded to the same bug report. They stated communities in the collaboration network often changed when a new project releases [16] . Panichella aimed to reveal evolution of teams by exploring collaborations in terms of email communication network. After identifying the teams in the communication network in time series, they found team splits imply working on more cohesive groups of files [31] . Meneely and Williams [25] built similar developer collaboration network as ours. With investigating in Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4 kernel, they found files with changes from nine or more developers were 16 times more likely to have a vulnerability than files changed by fewer than nine developers [25] . Comparing with these studies on collaboration networks, we focus on collaborations from two perspectives, developer collaborations with respect to co-edited files and file collaborations with respect to co-committed.
B. MINING IN GITHUB
As more and more developers take advantage of GitHub. Many work has been done to explore novel features and functionalities provided by GitHub [42] , [43] . One of the most VOLUME 7, 2019 interesting features is the pull requests with social attributes in GitHub, which has attracted several works on it [11] - [13] .
Meanwhile, the large scale and open data set of GitHub provide researchers opportunities to study phenomenons with large scale explorations [18] , [39] , [44] . Kalliamvakou et al. [18] performed a large scale measurements on all projects in GitHub and provided insights into potential problems when analyzing projects in GitHub. Ray et al. [39] investigated quality of popular programming languages by examining 729 most popular projects in GitHub written in these languages, and found that functional languages are better than procedural languages. Dabbish et al. [6] conducted surveys and interviews on how the profile of developers facilitate collaborations and activeness in GitHub. Different with these work, we study both benefits and drawbacks of collaborations from two perspectives, i.e., popularity and efficiency.
C. BUG DETECTION
The problem of software bug detection has been widely studied. Detection is usually treated as a classification problem [45] - [49] , [52] . Roughly speaking, previous work takes efforts to address this problem from two ways: defining sufficient software metrics [14] , [19] , [22] , [23] , [27] and employing statistical learning techniques [20] , [21] . Nagappan et al. [27] examined code complexity metrics with principle component analysis to build an universally detection model for post-release bugs which can be generalized to arbitrary projects. Meanwhile, some work focus on the networked structures in software to predict bugs [33] , [54] . Zimmermann and Nagappan [54] investigated the dependencies between components within software to detect post-release bugs. Jiang et al. [17] introduced a technique of personalized bug detection with additional metrics to distinguish developers by their buggy patterns. To understand the ability of different metrics, Shin et al. [40] studied several metrics and found the model with all metrics perform the best in detecting vulnerabilities in software. Rahman and Devanbu [36] compared the performance of process metrics with code metrics, and found process metrics perform better than code metrics in bug detections. While, all these work focus on code, domain, process metrics, we examine a networked collaboration metric in this paper.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The development of services computing systems is an inherently collaborative activity and the nature of the collaboration likely affects projects success. In this paper, we explore the effects of collaboration on software developments and build a model of collaboration to detect software bugs. We conduct an large scale study of GitHub projects to reveal collaboration's effects on software popularity and speed of development. With controlling potential influential factors, we observe positive correlations between project popularity and collaboration which suggests that project popularity increases with collaboration. Meanwhile, the negative correlations between collaborators and measures of development speeds suggest that more collaborators are more correlated with slower development speeds. Projects that use Objective-C are at an even more significant risk for slower development speeds than other projects.
Furthermore, we define notions of a collaboration network and a co-commit network, which capture the projects' collaboration patterns from perspectives of developers and files. Structural features are extracted from these two networks which offer us a networked collaboration metric based bug detection model. Incorporating with a discriminative classifier, random forests, the detection model involving collaboration measures statistically significantly improves within-project bug prediction by 6.7%, on average. Meanwhile, we also evaluate the networked collaboration metric on cross-project bug prediction. However, compared with within-project bug prediction, statistically significant decline of cross-project prediction requires more efforts to achieve a desirable model for both within-and cross-project.
Future work includes exploring evolution of collaboration patterns under our networked collaboration metric and devising a better way of manipulating the networked collaboration metric before training our model of cross project bug prediction.
